Released in 2009, Hip Hop Moguls aims to document the "rags to riches stories" of Def Jam founder Russell Simmons, Sean "Diddy" Combs, and Damon Dash. While the intention of the documentary is a great one, the DVD release comes up short. From the beginning of the DVD, the viewer is immediately met with a low-resolution background image and two large text-based buttons that are poorly rendered and an eyesore. As the main feature begins, it becomes clear that amateur video makers put the video together. Pixilated images, unimaginative font selections, and low-res video set the stage for the rest of the documentary as an ambitious project leaving something to be desired.
The information imparted throughout the documentary is interesting, well explained, and organized in a logical and mostly-chronological order. However, the information imparted by the narrator provides little more than one might find in a Wikipedia article. This is especially true for Russell Simmons, whose biographical data is more explicit and complete in his biography Life and Def: Sex, Drugs, Money, + God (New York: Crown, 2001), and his biographies from MTV and VH1. The images used during the Simmons segment (as well as Combs and Dash) are clearly taken from press releases and the Internet, and the videos used are also clearly taken from the Web, or are at least poorly copied from VHS and/or DVD sources.
While Hip Hop Moguls clearly falls below the high standards expected for a DVD release, the time and attention spent on specific eras of each CEO's career was carefully planned and well executed. Nearly half of the segment on Combs was spent discussing his numerous lawsuits and various legal troubles. This makes sense, seeing as the majority of his career has been spent volleying legal claims, settling suits, and fighting accusations. The same can be said for Dash, whose segment is predominately composed of interviews outlining his legal fights for/with artists and struggles with branding rights. The narrator makes no effort to support or refute Combs' guilt or innocence and makes a conscious effort to share the development of his career in an impartial light.
Beyond the issue of video and image quality, the DVD lacks clear labeling of sources, and often relies too heavily on only one source for information. Nearly all of the quotations in Dash's segment come from Black Enterprise with few secondary sources for support. The videos used often lack clear citation, which brings to question whether clips were sourced legally and fairly (particularly the clip of Dave Chappelle doing a stand-up routine recorded for Chappelle's Show). Many clips are uncensored and contain vulgar language, which is not noted on the DVD case. Hip Hop Moguls does what it sets out to do-tell the stories of the "rags to riches rise of the CEO's of rap"-but lacks the high-quality visual presentation necessary to be taken seriously.
